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MR GRAHAME KEAN
THE PLANNING INSPECTORATE NATIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE PLANNING
Temple Quay House
2 The Square Bristol
BS1 6PN
 
15 May 2022
 
Dear Mr Kean,
 
Planning Act 2008 (as amended)
Application by Sunnica Ltd for an Order Granting Development Consent for
the Sunnica Energy Farm Request by the Applicant in Respect of the Timing
of the Preliminary Meeting / Examination
Your Ref: EN010106
 
Adding to my previous statement.
 
The issue of whether the Preliminary Meeting should be delayed until mid-
July 2022
I have already sent in my views about this stating it should be delayed.
 
The Applicant’s proposed timetable to consult further on amendments
intended to form the formal Change Request to be made to the ExA.
Adding to my previous statement under this heading following further discussions
in the village, I am worried about the timetable for further amendments. There
seems to be a great deal of changed because Sunnica cannot go ahead at
Burwell sub station. There does not seem to me to be adequate time for Sunnica
to fully review their work  and could be rushed. This will take time and for there to
be adequate and meaningful  consultation with residents of all villages this will 
delay things further. We would need time to digest the documents from Sunnica.
Last time the village of Isleham never had a face to face meeting with Sunnica to
discuss their previous amended plans when they increased the site outside our
village.
 
 
Yours Faithfully,
Mr George Gordon Rusk

Isleham,
ELY

 
 
Previous Email to you.



 
MR GRAHAME KEAN
THE PLANNING INSPECTORATE NATIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE PLANNING
Temple Quay House
2 The Square Bristol
BS1 6PN
 
10 May 2022
 
Dear Mr Kean
 
Planning Act 2008 (as amended)
Application by Sunnica Ltd for an Order Granting Development Consent for
the Sunnica Energy Farm Request by the Applicant in Respect of the Timing
of the Preliminary Meeting / Examination
Your Ref: EN010106
 
The issue of whether the Preliminary Meeting should be delayed until mid-
July 2022
As Sunnica has found that the national Grid have changed its specifics for
Sunnica to be able to connect to the Grid at Burwell, therefore Sunnica need to
renegotiate and devise new connection to the Grid it is conceivable that they will
need time to expedite this. Therefore I think that the Preliminary Meeting should
be delayed until Mid-July 2022.
 
The Applicant’s proposed timetable to consult further on amendments
intended to form the formal Change Request to be made to the ExA.
I am unsure about the full meaning of this statement. But I can see the logic in
Sunnica’s reply to you in Para 3.15.3  replying to you referring to your  question 3,
“Is the delay to the commencement of the Examination until mid-July justified.”
Sunnica appeared to be unaware of the “National Grid’s relevant representation
until the Inspectorate published them on 6 April 2022.”
If this is so Sunnica may well need time to consult further on amendments.
 
Yours Faithfully,
Mr George Gordon Rusk

Isleham,
ELY

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sent from for Windows
 




